1. Introduction {#sec1}
===============

Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD) is a developmental disorder ([@ref9]; [@ref20]; [@ref29]; [@ref41]), which is usually identified in childhood and often persists into adulthood. Characteristic deficits of inattention, hyperactivity, and impulsivity contribute to a range of potential problems: poor academic achievement, substance abuse, obesity, risky behavior, difficulty achieving long-term goals, and/or mood disorders ([@ref15]; [@ref24]; [@ref40]). Investigations of behavioral markers have targeted increased intra-subject variability (ISV) in reaction times (RTs) as the most consistent behavioral deficit associated with ADHD ([@ref11]; [@ref12]). Elevated ISV in ADHD has been found across a number of tasks ([@ref1]; [@ref45]) and is broadly associated with ADHD symptomatology ([@ref25]). In healthy adults, elevated ISV is associated with reduced anti-correlation between the DMN and cognitive control networks both during task and at rest ([@ref27]), suggesting that this between-network antagonism is important for attentional control trait behavior. Identification of the neural systems that contribute to this behavioral deficit in ADHD, especially early in development, is key for understanding the best course of treatment for the disorder.

Pathophysiology of ADHD is diverse. Early studies focused on fronto-striatal pathways, while more recent attention has been on the default mode network (DMN) and its antagonistic relationship with cognitive control networks ([@ref7]). Atypical integrity of the DMN has been found in a number of resting state studies ([@ref10]; [@ref20]; [@ref43]; [@ref49]). Reduced anti-correlation between the DMN and cognitive control networks has been found during both rest ([@ref10]; [@ref43]) and task ([@ref21]; [@ref32]) and is related to symptomatic ([@ref10]) and behavioral ([@ref21]) measures. In particular, reduced anti-correlation between the dorsal medial frontal cortex (dMFC) and the DMN is a consistent finding ([@ref10]; [@ref43]), suggesting that this antagonistic relationship may be integral to ADHD pathology.

The dMFC consists of both the anterior/middle cingulate cortex (BA 32/24) and supplementary motor complex (SMC: BA 6) and plays a role in control and error processing ([@ref35]). This region forms part of the cingulo-opercular network (CON) ([@ref18]), which also includes the bilateral dorsal anterior insula (DAI, BA 13) and bilateral supramarginal gyrus (SMG, BA 40). While the dMFC has been of interest for its altered function ([@ref5]; [@ref10]; [@ref44]) and structure ([@ref41]) in ADHD, the rest of the network may also play a role in ADHD pathology ([@ref26]). Anti-correlation between the CON and the DMN is late-developing ([@ref2]), which may be important for the developmental course of the disorder.

Given their established pathophysiology in ADHD, the CON and DMN are candidate networks for involvement in attention deficits associated with ADHD. The CON supports sustained attention over task blocks ([@ref18]), while the DMN supports self-reflective thought ([@ref4]; [@ref37]). Therefore, these networks likely play a role in ISV-related attention deficits ([@ref11]; [@ref12]). The current study examines full-brain connectivity with the CON and DMN to identify altered connectivity related to attentional control in children with ADHD. In addition to examining group differences in CON and DMN connectivity, brain--behavior associations with ISV and related measures are examined for the two groups.

2. Material and methods {#sec2}
=======================

2.1. Participants {#sec2.1}
-----------------

50 ADHD and 50 typically-developing (TD) children (ages 8--12 years) were matched on the following variables ([Table 1](#t0005){ref-type="table"}): age, gender, handedness, socio-economic status, verbal comprehension index (VCI), and perceptual reasoning index (PRI). The two groups were matched on VCI and PRI rather than Full-Scale IQ (WISC-IV), since the latter measure includes traits that are characteristic of ADHD dysfunction (i.e. working memory and processing speed) ([@ref46]). Only subjects with movement less than 3 mm translation and 3° rotation in any direction over the course of the resting scan were included in the current sample. The two groups were matched for scan movement for which they did not significantly differ (mean absolute motion summed across the six motion parameters, t~98~ = 0.45, *p* = 0.15, ADHD mean = 2.03, SD = 1.05; TD mean = 1.76, SD = 0.86, mean frame-wise displacement: t~98~ = 1.8, *p* = 0.08, ADHD mean = 0.31, SD = 0.21; TD mean = 0.25, SD = 0.14). Scan motion was additionally accounted for by the use of the CompCor method of nuisance regression, which is an effective alternative to removing motion-contaminated scans ([@ref34]). TD children had no history of intellectual disability, developmental language disorder, reading disability, pervasive developmental disorder, visual impairment, neurological disorder, or psychiatric diagnosis, as confirmed using the DICA-IV ([@ref38]). Children with ADHD met criteria for the disorder on both the DICA-IV ([@ref38]) and Conners Parent Rating Scale-Revised ([@ref14]). 39 children met criteria for combined type, 1 met criteria for hyperactive/impulsive type, and 10 met criteria for inattentive type. The DICA-IV was also used to assess comorbidity. Children were excluded if they met criteria for conduct disorder, mood disorder, generalized anxiety disorder, separation anxiety disorder, or obsessive--compulsive disorder. Five children in each group had a simple phobia and 17 children with ADHD met criteria for oppositional defiant disorder. 35 children with ADHD were prescribed stimulant medications and were required to withhold medication for 48 h prior to testing. This study was approved by the Johns Hopkins Medical Institutional Review Board. Written consent was obtained from a parent or legal guardian and verbal assent was obtained from the participating child.

2.2. Imaging acquisition and preprocessing {#sec2.2}
------------------------------------------

Images were acquired on a Philips 3 T scanner. A high-resolution anatomical scan (MPRAGE, 8-channel head coil, TR = 7.99 ms, TE = 3.76 ms, Flip angle = 8°) and a resting state functional scan (2D-SENSE EPI, 8-channel head coil, TR = 2500 ms, TE = 30 ms, Flip angle = 70°, voxel-size = 3 mm^3^, ascending axial slices, no slice gap) were acquired from each participant. The functional scan lasted 5 min 20 s during which participants fixated on a center cross.

Preprocessing of functional images was performed using SPM8 and Matlab scripts (Fig. S1). This included slice time correction, motion correction, co-registration, segmentation, and normalization. Nuisance variables were removed from each voxel, including cerebrospinal fluid and white matter signals identified using the CompCor method ([@ref3]), global mean signal, and twelve motion parameters (representing affine parameters acquired from the SPM motion correction step for absolute x, y, and z translation and roll, pitch, and yaw rotation movement from the first scan as well as the six derived differential (scan-to-scan) parameters). Functional images were spatially-smoothed using a 6-mm full-width at half-maximum kernel and then temporally filtered (bandpass 0.01--0.1 Hz).

2.3. Functional connectivity data analysis {#sec2.3}
------------------------------------------

A network-based approach was taken in which several seed regions, which represent key nodes of a network, were identified for the CON and DMN. Time-courses were extracted and full-brain connectivity maps were created for each seed. Within each participant, the full-brain connectivity maps for each network seed were then averaged for each network. This approach assumes that nodes within a network show similar connectivity profiles and work together to support similar cognitive functions. To determine whether this was actually the case, previous papers employing this approach ([@ref2]; [@ref22]) corroborated the method of averaging region maps by performing a conjunction analysis of overlapping significant connectivity for multiple seed regions within a network. Both approaches, the average connectivity and conjunction approach, show correspondence in regions displaying significant activation. For the current study, primary analyses were performed using the method of averaging seed connectivity maps separately for the CON and DMN. Conjunction analyses were then performed to determine those voxels that had significant connectivity across several of the individual network seed full-brain connectivity maps and to examine correspondence with mean connectivity maps.

6-mm radius seeds were placed in five CON regions: bilateral DAI, bilateral SMG, and anterior cingulate cortex; and three DMN regions: medial prefrontal cortex (MPFC), posterior cingulate cortex (PCC), and angular gyrus. See Table S1 for seed coordinates. The CON regions were centered at peak coordinates from a previous study examining developmental changes in resting state connectivity between late childhood and adulthood ([@ref2]). The DMN regions were centered at peak coordinates (converted to MNI space ([@ref30])) from a previous study examining resting-state connectivity of task negative (i.e. DMN) regions ([@ref22]). Mean time-courses were extracted and full-brain connectivity maps were created for each seed. Connectivity maps were then Fisher\'s Z-transformed. For each subject, the five CON maps and three DMN maps were averaged to make one mean CON and one mean DMN map.

Second-level *t*-tests were performed to examine differential connectivity for the two groups with the CON and DMN (i.e. TD \> ADHD and ADHD \> TD). Second-level group analyses were thresholded at a voxel-level of *p* \< .01. To correct for multiple comparisons across the 2 second-level analyses (i.e. 2 networks), cluster-level thresholding was performed at *p* \< 0.025 (i.e. 0.05/2 network maps) according to the Random Field Theory ([@ref28]).

In addition to testing for significant effects in the mean network maps, conjunction analyses were performed for each of the seed maps to determine whether there were overlapping significant effects for connectivity with each seed region within a network. These conjunction maps were created for the 5 CON seed regions and 3 DMN seed regions separately. At the second-level, each seed map was thresholded (i.e. using a voxel-level threshold of *p* \< 0.05 and a cluster-level threshold of *p* \< 0.025 (i.e. *p* \< 0.05/2) to correct for the two network statistical maps). Each voxel of the conjunction map was then labeled with a number corresponding to the number of seed regions that showed a significant connectivity difference between the two groups in that voxel (i.e. 1--5 for the CON and 1--3 for the DMN).

To determine whether significant regions formed part of the CON or DMN, second-level *t*-tests were performed within the TD group to test for those connections that were greater than 0 in the mean CON and mean DMN maps. Mean network connectivity maps were examined within the TD group, since this group\'s network maps represent the typical network structure. It was, however, expected that the average connectivity maps would be similar for the two groups for both networks. This network analysis was thresholded at a voxel-level of *p* \< 0.001 and a cluster-level of *p* \< 0.025 (i.e. 0.05/2 network maps). Conjunction analyses were performed across all of the seed region maps within each network to determine the number of seed maps with significant connectivity in each voxel. Each seed map was thresholded at a voxel-level of *p* \< 0.05 and a cluster level of *p* \< 0.025 (i.e. 0.05/2 network maps). The TD group mean network maps were used to visually inspect whether regions with significantly different connectivity values for the two groups fell within the CON or DMN. In addition, mean connectivity values with the identified CON and DMN regions were used for follow-up analyses examining within-network and between-network connectivity (see [Section 2.5](#sec2.5){ref-type="sec"}).

2.4. Brain--behavior associations {#sec2.4}
---------------------------------

All children completed a Go/No-go task outside of the scanner. On each trial, a spaceship stimulus was presented for 300 ms followed by a 2000 ms fixation. Children were instructed to press a button with their right index finger when a green spaceship appeared and to withhold their response when a red spaceship appeared. The Go:No-go ratio was 4:1.

Brain--behavior associations were performed for three Go/No-go variables related to lapses of attention: ISV, Tau (Ex-Gaussian distribution), and Omission Error Rate (OER). ISV was the standard deviation of the RT divided by the mean RT for each participant. Ex-Gaussian indices, Mu, Sigma, and Tau, were computed ([@ref31]; [@ref50]). Specifically, Tau characterizes the exponential part of the distribution ([@ref16]) and reflects the proportion of slow RT responses made. Both ISV and Tau were computed for correct Go trials. In addition to these two measures of RT variability, OER was also considered. [@ref19] showed that RT slowing occurs around the time of omission errors, suggesting that both reflect the same cognitive process. OER was the proportion of Go trials in which participants failed to make a response. Although the three attentional control measures (ISV, Tau, and OER) reflect related cognitive constructs, all three were considered independently to determine whether this is actually the case. Some studies have suggested that Tau, which reflects the proportion of very slow RT trials, may be more indicative of ADHD pathology than ISV itself ([@ref31]). This is based on the assumption that ADHD individuals make occasional long RTs (i.e. lapses of attention) but otherwise look typical in their RT distribution. Omissions (i.e. incorrect Go trials) are those trials on which the RT was so slow that a response was never made and therefore, may reflect an extreme case of an attention lapse.

Separate SPM first-level models were created for each of the behavioral covariates (ISV, Tau, and OER) and for each network (CON and DMN). Second-level models examined the associations between full-brain connectivity and each covariate. Regression was performed to test common and differential associations in the two groups. The brain--behavior analyses were multiple-comparisons corrected across the 6 second-level maps (i.e. 3 behavioral covariates × 2 networks). Therefore, cluster-level thresholding was performed at *p* \< 0.0083 (i.e. 0.05/6 statistical maps) according to the Random Field Theory ([@ref28]). In addition to examining brain--behavior associations in the mean network maps, conjunction maps were created for the 5 CON seed regions and 3 DMN seed regions separately. These analyses identified voxels in which there was a significant association between attentional control (i.e. ISV, Tau, or OER) and connectivity for multiple seed regions within a network. Both significant associations in both groups (i.e. covariate effect in both groups) and associations that were significantly different for the two groups (i.e. group × covariate interaction) were tested. At the second-level, each seed map was thresholded (i.e. using a voxel-level threshold of *p* \< 0.05 and a cluster-level threshold of *p* \< 0.0083 (i.e. *p* \< 0.05/6) to correct for the six statistical maps). Each voxel of the conjunction map was then labeled with a number corresponding to the number of seed regions that showed a significant behavioral effect in that voxel (i.e. 1--5 for the CON and 1--3 for the DMN).

2.5. Follow-up analyses {#sec2.5}
-----------------------

### 2.5.1. Follow-up examination of regions identified in brain--behavior analyses {#sec2.5.1}

Mean connectivity values were extracted for each region that had significantly different brain--behavior associations for the two groups. This was done first to confirm the network affiliation of the region and second to determine whether other variables could account for the brain--behavior associations. To determine network affiliation, *t*-tests were performed to test whether connectivity of the region with each network was significantly different from 0. In addition, *t*-tests were performed to determine whether connectivity was greater within the CON map than within the DMN map or vice versa.

To determine whether other factors (i.e. behavioral measures, age, or participant scan motion) may account for the observed brain--behavior associations, multiple regression analyses were performed within each group and for each region. Mean connectivity value was the dependent variable and the appropriate behavioral measure (ISV, Tau, or OER) was the independent variable. To determine whether brain--behavior associations were specific to attentional control or may be more related to other behavioral impairments, three behavioral covariates were included: Working Memory Index (WMI), Full-Scale IQ (FSIQ), and Total PANESS score ([@ref17]), a measure of children\'s basic motor abilities. All three of these measures significantly differed between the two groups and including them in the multiple regression model allowed us to determine whether brain--behavior associations were specific to attentional control, were indicative of another type of behavioral impairment (e.g. working memory or motor dysfunction), or were related to more general impairment. In addition to these behavioral measures, age was included in each model along with four summary measures of motion (mean and maximum absolute motion and mean and maximum differential scan-to-scan frame-wise displacement). Summary motion measures were calculated by summing across the six motion parameters (x, y, z, roll, pitch, and yaw in millimeters) at each time-point and then taking the average or maximum value for each subject\'s scan run.

### 2.5.2. Associations with mean network connectivity {#sec2.5.2}

Mean connectivity values for the two networks were extracted for two follow-up analyses: 1. to determine whether the between-network associations with attentional control were specific to those regions identified in the full-brain analyses or whether they were network-wide, 2. to determine whether greater CON--DMN anti-correlation may compensate for increased within-network DMN connectivity, and 3. to determine whether stimulant medication plays a role in the observed brain--behavior associations. For these analyses, masks were made of those voxels that were significantly greater than 0 for the TD group for the mean CON and mean DMN maps. Average connectivity values were then extracted across all voxels for the within-CON mask and the within-DMN mask. Average between-network CON--DMN values were obtained by averaging all of the voxel values in the mean TD DMN mask extracted from the CON maps. This resulted in one within-CON, one within-DMN, and one between-CON--DMN connectivity value per subject. Simple regression analysis was then performed to examine the association of the mean network connectivity values with the three attentional control behavioral measures and with the other mean network connectivity values.

Previous studies have found that stimulant medication increases the anti-correlation between DMN and other cognitive control networks during task performance ([@ref36]; [@ref48]). Most of the children with ADHD in the current sample were on stimulant medication (35 out of 50). Although there was a 48 hour wash-out period before behavioral and scan testing, long-term use of stimulant medication may still have had an effect on associations with between CON--DMN connectivity. To determine whether this was the case, three matched groups were compared: a TD group, a medication naïve ADHD group, and a medicated ADHD group. 15 subjects were included in each group and the three groups were matched for gender, handedness, age, VCI, PRI, SES, and four measures of scan motion (Table S4). Within each group, regression analyses were performed to examine the association of CON--DMN connectivity with the three measures of attentional control (ISV, Tau, and OER) and with within-network connectivity.

3. Results {#sec3}
==========

3.1. Behavioral results {#sec3.1}
-----------------------

[Table 1](#t0005){ref-type="table"} summarizes performance on the Go/No-go task. The two groups were not significantly different in mean RT (t~98~ = 1.25, *p* = 0.22), commission error rate (t~98~ = 1.25, *p* = 0.083) or on the Mu (t~98~ = −1.06, *p* = 0.29) or Sigma (t~98~ = −0.47, *p* = 0.64) fits of the Ex-Gaussian RT distribution. Children with ADHD had significantly greater ISV (t~98~ = 2.51, *p* = 0.014), OER (t~98~ = 3.30, *p* = 0.0013), and Tau (t~98~ = 2.95, *p* = 0.004) than TD children.

3.2. Functional connectivity results {#sec3.2}
------------------------------------

[Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"} and [Table 2](#t0010){ref-type="table"} display regions showing group differences in connectivity for both the CON and DMN. For the CON, connectivity was significantly greater for the ADHD than TD group with a region of the dMFC. This region spanned the supplementary motor area (SMA), pre-SMA, and cingulate cortex (BA 6/24). For the DMN, connectivity was significantly greater for the ADHD than the TD group across a number of DMN regions. This included the MPFC, which encompassed the bilateral superior frontal gyrus, medial superior frontal gyrus, anterior cingulate cortex, and middle frontal gyrus (BA 9/10/32). This also included the bilateral precuneus (BA 7/31) and the left angular gyrus (BA 39). In addition, children with ADHD had significantly greater connectivity between the DMN and the left inferior orbitofrontal cortex (OFC: BA 47) and the left superior temporal pole (BA 38). There were no regions with greater connectivity for the TD group in either network.

Conjunction analyses showed correspondence with those regions identified in the mean connectivity analyses. For the TD CON and TD DMN networks, those regions identified in the mean maps generally overlapped with those regions that were significant across all of the network seed maps ([Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}, panels a and c). In addition, those regions that had greater connectivity in the ADHD group than TD group for the mean maps, likewise had greater connectivity in the ADHD group for most, or all, network seed regions ([Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}, panels b and d).

3.3. Brain--behavior results {#sec3.3}
----------------------------

### 3.3.1. Brain--behavior associations across both groups {#sec3.3.1}

Associations with ISV, Tau, and OER were examined for the CON and DMN connectivity maps. For the CON, no regions had significant associations with any of the behavioral variables within both of the two groups. For the DMN, a number of between-network connections were associated with attention abilities in both groups ([Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"} and [Table 3](#t0015){ref-type="table"}). Greater anti-correlation between the DMN and occipital regions were associated with both reduced ISV and reduced Tau for both groups. For ISV, the occipital region spanned the Lingual Gyrus, Calcarine Sulcus, Cuneus, Superior Occipital Gyrus, Middle Occipital Gyrus, and the Fusiform Gyrus (BA 18/19/30/17/7/31); whereas for Tau, the occipital region was confined to the Lingual and Fusiform Gyri (BA 18/19). For OER, greater anti-correlation between DMN and lateral frontal cortex (middle frontal gyrus and inferior frontal gyrus opercularis and triangularis (BA 9)) was associated with lower OER in both groups.

Conjunction analysis revealed that the occipital region that had significant associations for connectivity with DMN in the mean maps and ISV, likewise had significant associations for connectivity with DMN connectivity in 2--3 of the DMN seed maps and ISV ([Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}). This was not the case for the occipital region that had significant associations for connectivity with DMN in the mean maps and Tau ([Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}). Inspection of the individual seed maps revealed that there was a large occipital region that had significant associations for connectivity with the PCC seed and Tau, but this was not the case for the other two DMN seed regions. Therefore, identification of this region in the mean DMN connectivity maps was largely driven by PCC connectivity associations with Tau. Likewise for the middle/inferior frontal region that had significant associations in connectivity with the DMN and OER, the brain--behavior associations were not significant for each of the DMN seed region maps. For this region, an overlapping region cluster was identified in each of the seed region statistical maps; however it did not reach significance in any of the three seed region maps. Therefore, identification of this region in the average DMN connectivity map was due to consistent subthreshold brain--behavior associations in the corresponding DMN seed region maps rather than a highly significant association in any one of the three DMN seed region maps.

### 3.3.2. Differential brain--behavior associations for the two groups {#sec3.3.2}

For the CON, connectivity with a region of the MPFC was differentially associated with ISV in the two groups ([Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"} and [Table 4](#t0020){ref-type="table"}). This MPFC region encompassed the superior frontal gyrus, superior medial frontal gyrus, the anterior cingulate cortex, and the middle frontal gyrus (BA 9/32/10). Greater anti-correlation between the CON and this MPFC region was associated with lower ISV in the ADHD group, but higher ISV in the TD group. A left cerebellar region showed the opposite brain--behavior association for the two groups. This region spanned lobule VI and lobule VIIA-Crus I of the left cerebellum. Greater connectivity between the CON and this region was associated with lower ISV in the ADHD group, but higher ISV in the TD group.

For the DMN, connectivity with two regions of the dMFC had group differences in their associations with ISV ([Fig. 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"} and [Table 4](#t0020){ref-type="table"}). The first was a more dorsal region spanning the bilateral supplementary motor area (SMA) and the superior frontal and middle frontal gyrus (BA 6). The second region included the middle cingulate gyrus (BA 24/32) and SMA (BA 6). For both of these regions, greater connectivity with the DMN was associated with higher ISV in the ADHD group, but lower ISV in the TD group. The dMFC is a node of the CON, and therefore, this differential ISV association provides evidence that CON-DMN connections differentially support attention in the two groups. One region spanning the bilateral cuneus and the superior and middle occipital gyrus (BA 18/19) also showed a differential association between the two groups. Greater anti-correlation between the DMN and this occipital region was associated with lower ISV in the TD group, but showed no significant association in the ADHD group.

For the DMN, two regions had differential brain--behavior associations with Tau for the two groups. The first region was an area of the dMFC that spanned the anterior cingulate, superior medial frontal, and middle cingulate cortices (BA 32/9/24). This region mainly overlapped with CON regions, but also showed some overlap with the DMN at its anterior boundary. The second region was an area of the left parietal cortex that spanned the inferior parietal lobule and SMG (BA 40). Greater DMN anti-correlation with both of these regions was associated with lower Tau in the ADHD group and higher Tau in the TD group. Differential brain--behavior associations for these two regions provide further support that CON-DMN connections differentially support attentional control in the two groups.

Conjunction analyses revealed overlap in multiple seed maps for those regions displaying differential brain--behavior associations for the two groups. Significant differential brain--behavior associations were found for most network seed maps (i.e. 3--5 seed maps for the CON and 2--3 seed maps for the DMN) in regions that overlapped with those found in the mean network maps ([Figs. 3 and 4](#f0015 f0020){ref-type="fig"}). This was the case for all regions with differential brain-behavior associations except the left cerebellar region in which connectivity with the CON was differentially associated with ISV for the two groups ([Fig. 4a and 4c](#f0020){ref-type="fig"}). Examination of the results for the component seed maps revealed that this differential association in the two groups was significant in the left anterior insula and anterior cingulate maps. A subthreshold cluster was identified for each of the other cingulo-opercular seed region maps. Therefore, while this differential association was not significant in all of the CON seed maps, there was a weak differential association for all of the network seed maps.

3.4. Follow-up analyses {#sec3.4}
-----------------------

### 3.4.1. Follow-up examination of regions identified in brain--behavior analyses {#sec3.4.1}

Full-brain analyses revealed that attentional control was generally supported by between-network connections. To confirm that those regions with significantly different brain--behavior associations for the two groups were indeed between-network connections, mean connectivity values for each region were extracted both within the mean CON and mean DMN statistical maps. *t*-Tests were then performed to determine whether connectivity with each network was significantly different from 0. In addition, *t*-tests were performed to determine whether connectivity was greater within the CON map than within the DMN map or vice versa. The results are summarized in Table S2. For most of the regions identified in the full-brain behavioral analysis, the results supported the conclusion that these were between-network connections. Only the MPFC--DMN connection that was differentially associated with Tau, was not significantly more connected for either network (i.e. this region was marginally more connected with the DMN than CON in the ADHD group (*p* \< 0.037, uncorrected); and was not significantly more connected with either network in the TD group). Although this region displayed a similar brain--behavior association to that of the other between CON--DMN regions identified, its network affiliation was not as clearly identifiable as that of the other regions. It may be that this region is a transition zone between the two networks. It lies between the MPFC region in which between-network connectivity with the CON was differentially associated with ISV and the two dMFC regions in which between-network connectivity with the DMN was differentially associated with ISV. Although this region has a similar relationship with attentional control to that of the nearby dMFC regions, it is located on the boundary of the two networks.

For those regions with differential brain--behavior associations in the full-brain analysis, multiple regression was performed to determine whether a number of covariates could account for the association with attentional control. This was done in each group separately with the mean region connectivity as the dependent variable and the appropriate behavioral variable (ISV, Tau, or OER) in addition to Total PANESS, a measure of children\'s motor control abilities, WMI, FSIQ, age, and four motion variables as independent variables. The standardized beta coefficient and *p*-value for the attention control variable and full-model R and p-value are displayed in Table S3. For all models, the attentional control measure was the most significant independent variable in the model and the standardized beta coefficients had opposite signs for the two groups. In most cases, the attention control variable continued to have a highly significant relationship with mean connectivity in the region even when controlling for all other variable in the model. The only case in which the attentional control variable no longer had a significant effect in the multiple regression models was in the ADHD group for the CON--MPFC region. The brain--behavior association with ISV was still in the opposite direction for the two groups and was highly significant for the TD group. However, the relationship was only a trend (*p* \< 0.079) for ISV in the ADHD group. Therefore, the additional covariates mitigated this particular brain--behavior association in the ADHD group, but the differential association between the two groups was still robust. For the differential association of DMN--occipital connectivity with ISV in the two groups, the effect was likewise in the opposite direction for the two groups, but not significant in the ADHD group. In this case, the inclusion of additional covariates did not change the effect since this region only displayed a significant brain--behavior association in the TD group in the original full-brain analysis.

### 3.4.2. Associations with mean network connectivity {#sec3.4.2}

Network connectivity values were extracted across the CON and DMN for several reasons. First, it was assessed whether the between-network associations with attentional control were specific to those regions identified in the full-brain analyses or whether they were network-wide. Second, to determine whether greater CON--DMN anti-correlation may compensate for increased within-network DMN connectivity, simple regression was performed for average between CON--DMN connectivity and average within-network DMN connectivity in each group. Third, to assess whether stimulant medication plays a role in brain--behavior associations, children on and off stimulant medication were examined.

To address the first point, associations with mean between CON--DMN connectivity and attentional control were examined. For the ADHD group, between-network connectivity was significantly associated with the first two behavioral variables (ISV: *R* = 0.393, *p* = 0.0048, Tau: *R* = 0.348, *p* = 0.0134) and was associated at trend level for OER (*R* = 0.262, *p* = 0.0661); however in the TD group, none of these associations held (ISV: *R* = −0.116, *p* = 0.4231, Tau: *R* = 0.014, *p* = 0.9229, OER: *R* = −0.031, *p* = 0.8328). This confirms that stronger between CON--DMN anti-correlation is associated with better attentional control in the ADHD group. Although these brain--behavior associations were not significant in the TD group, the direction of the relationship was in the opposite direction for ISV and OER in the two groups.

To address the second point, regression was performed with average between-network connectivity as a dependent variable and average within-network connectivity for the CON and DMN as the independent variable for each group. It was found that for the ADHD group, between-network connectivity was significantly associated with within-DMN connectivity (*R* = −0.336, *p* = 0.0172) and was associated with within-CON connectivity at a trend level (*R* = −0.263, *p* = 0.0653); however these associations were not present in the TD group (DMN: *R* = −0.168, *p* = 0.2437, CON: *R* = 0.067, *p* = 0.6455). In addition, the association of within and between-network connectivity suggests that those individuals with ADHD that have stronger CON--DMN anti-correlation also tend to have stronger within-network connectivity particularly within the DMN.

To examine the role of medication status on associations with between CON--DMN connectivity three matched groups were compared: a medicated ADHD group, a medication naïve ADHD group, and a TD group (Table S4). The results are reported in Table S5. For the medicated ADHD group, between CON--DMN connectivity was associated with within-network DMN connectivity (*R* = −0.678, *p* = 0.0055), but not within-network CON connectivity (*R* = −0.353, *p* = 0.1963). In addition, between-network connectivity was significantly associated with all three behavioral variables (ISV: *R* = 0.586, *p* = 0.0216; Tau: *R* = 0.630, *p* = 0.0119; OER: *R* = 0.546, *p* = 0.0354). For the medication-naïve ADHD group, between-network connectivity was associated with within-DMN connectivity at a trend level (*R* = −0.484, *p* = 0.0672) and was significantly associated with within-CON connectivity (*R* = −0.718, *p* = 0.0026); however, it was not significantly associated with any of the behavioral variables (ISV: *R* = 0.071, *p* = 0.8008; Tau: *R* = 0.032, *p* = 0.9086; OER: *R* = 0.124, *p* = 0.6600). For the TD group, between-network connectivity was associated with ISV (*R* = −0.535, *p* = 0.04). This relationship was in the opposite direction of that seen in the medicated ADHD group. Between-network connectivity was not associated with within-network connectivity for either network (DMN: *R* = −0.070, *p* = 0.8047; *R* = 0.043, *p* = 0.8784) or with the other attentional control variables (Tau: *R* = −0.397, *p* = 0.1429; OER: *R* = 0.031, *p* = 0.9135).

4. Discussion {#sec4}
=============

The current study examined full-brain connectivity with the CON and DMN in children with ADHD and TD controls. Children with ADHD had hyper-connectivity within both networks. The dMFC, in particular, was more connected with the rest of the CON in the ADHD group, which is consistent with previous findings that this region has atypical function ([@ref5]; [@ref10]; [@ref41]; [@ref47]). For the DMN, hyper-connectivity was found across several network regions, consistent with previous hypotheses that atypical DMN connectivity contributes to inattention ([@ref10]; [@ref42]).

Full-brain associations between connection strength and attentional control were examined for the two networks. Attentional control was assessed using summary measures of participant response variability and omission errors during a Go/No-go task performed outside of the scanner. Therefore, these analyses examined connections that support trait differences in attentional control abilities rather than directly examining state changes in connectivity that support attentional control performance.

A number of connections, particularly those between the DMN and task positive regions other than the CON, were commonly associated with attentional control abilities in the two groups. Greater anti-correlation between the DMN and visual cortex was associated with lower response variability in both groups; while greater anti-correlation between the DMN and right lateral frontal cortex was associated with lower omission errors in both groups. Differential brain--behavior associations for the two groups were found for a separate set of DMN--visual connections and a number of CON--DMN connections. Greater anti-correlation in the DMN--visual connections supported better attention, but only in the TD group. On the other hand, greater anti-correlation in the CON--DMN connections supported better attention in the ADHD group, but worse attention in the TD group. These brain--behavior relationships were robust even when controlling for other potentially-related behavioral and nuisance variables (i.e. working memory abilities, motor control abilities, general intelligence, age, and motion artifact).

4.1. Altered network function in ADHD {#sec4.1}
-------------------------------------

The finding that connections within the CON and within the DMN are more connected in the ADHD group is consistent with some ([@ref33]; [@ref43]; [@ref47]), but not all findings ([@ref10]; [@ref20]; [@ref49]). This discrepancy may be due to demographic and/or methodological factors between studies. The current study used samples that were well-matched for gender, handedness, age, PRI, VCI, and scan motion. In addition, the ADHD sample was recruited to have no concurrent co-morbidities (with the exception of oppositional defiant disorder), learning disorders, or other neurological disorders.

Atypical DMN connectivity has been previously associated with inattention ([@ref10], [@ref8]) and therefore, DMN hyper-connectivity could contribute to ADHD-related deficits in attentional control. That is, even though brain--behavior associations were not found for the within-network DMN connections, DMN hyper-connectivity could contribute to group differences in attentional control. In that case, children with ADHD would have significantly worse attentional control abilities due to a predominance of self-reflective thought which leads to increased interference during cognitive control tasks. However, we found evidence that DMN hyper-connectivity did not result in inattention. While no direct association was found for within-network DMN connectivity and attentional control, those children with ADHD that had greater CON--DMN antagonism tended to have stronger connectivity within the DMN. Therefore, greater network integrity within the DMN does not appear to result in worse attentional control, but instead may be a by-product of mechanisms to cope with inattention. In support of this view, this effect was seen only in those children that took stimulant medications. In medicated children with ADHD, increased CON--DMN anti-correlation was associated with better attentional control and increased hyper-connectivity within the DMN; however it was not associated with either in non-medicated children with ADHD or TD children. More discussion of the role of stimulant medication is included in [Section 4.5](#sec4.5){ref-type="sec"} below.

4.2. Circuitry supporting attentional control {#sec4.2}
---------------------------------------------

The current study found that for both groups, attentional control abilities were largely supported by between-network connections. Between-network connectivity was determined based on spatial overlap with the CON or DMN. For many children, the identified between-network connections were in fact positive and not negative (e.g. average between CON--DMN Z-transformed correlation values ranged from −0.197 to 0.0843). For those connections identified as supporting attentional control in both of the groups, greater anti-correlation promoted better attentional control. This was the case for both of the DMN-occipital regions that were associated with ISV and Tau for the two groups, as well as the DMN-right lateral frontal region associated with OER for the two groups. Interestingly, ISV and Tau were supported by DMN connections to a region of the occipital cortex that spatially overlapped for both measures. The ISV measure was associated with a broader region of occipital cortex, which extended dorsally into the Calcarine Sulcus, Cuneus, and Middle and Superior Occipital Gyri, than the Tau measure. This confirms that both ISV and Tau are related constructs and are supported by the same neural pathways. OER, on the other hand, was supported by a distinct set of connections; consisting of DMN-right lateral frontal between-network connections. This finding suggests that omission errors are not simply an extreme case of Tau (i.e. trials in which the participant waited so long for a response that no response was executed). Instead, these behavioral measures may reflect different aspects of task control. ISV and Tau may be related to the efficiency of perceptual decision processes (i.e. DMN suppression by visual cortex); whereas OER may be related to the efficiency of task decision processes (i.e. DMN suppression by lateral frontal cortex).

In addition to those between-network connections that commonly supported attentional control in both groups, a number of connections, mostly between the CON and DMN, differentially supported attentional control in the two groups. In the ADHD group, all of the identified CON--DMN connections showed a similar brain--behavior relationship as those connections mentioned above (i.e. greater between-network anti-correlation was related to better attentional control). However, in the TD group, those children with greater between CON--DMN anti-correlation had worse attentional control. Therefore, greater CON--DMN antagonism is adaptive for children with ADHD, but maladaptive for TD children. The relationship found in the ADHD group is not consistent with the interpretation that DMN hyper-connectivity leads to a predominance of self-reflective thought and attention lapses. If that were the case, DMN hyper-connectivity would be associated with attention lapses and decreased, not increased, CON-DMN antagonism.

Another possible reason that CON--DMN connections differentially support attentional control in the two groups is that CON--DMN antagonism may only support attentional control as an alternate mechanism when it is not well-supported by DMN--occipital antagonism. In this case, TD children with good attentional control do not need to recruit the CON for task performance, and therefore, exhibit less CON--DMN antagonism at rest. In children with ADHD, good attentional control may not be as well-supported by antagonism between the DMN and occipital regions, and therefore, may rely on antagonism between CON and DMN regions instead. There are two pieces of evidence to support this claim in the current study. First, the current results identified an occipital region in which greater anti-correlation with the DMN was associated with better attentional control in TD children, but was not associated with attentional control in children with ADHD. Second, for those DMN--occipital connections that supported attentional control in both groups, the strength of the brain--behavior relationship was weaker in children with ADHD. Therefore, unlike TD children, who rely primarily on DMN--occipital antagonism for attentional control; children with ADHD, additionally, need to rely on CON--DMN antagonism for attentional control. Support for this account comes from the finding that TD children with increased DMN--occipital anti-correlation also had decreased CON--DMN anti-correlation; however, no such association was found in children with ADHD ([Fig. 5](#f0025){ref-type="fig"}). Therefore, in children with ADHD, greater CON--DMN antagonism may provide primary support for attentional control. On the other hand, in TD children, suppression of the DMN by CON regions may only occur when occipital regions do not properly suppress the DMN (i.e. in those children with poor attentional control).

4.3. Dysfunction in medial frontal cortex {#sec4.3}
-----------------------------------------

Both group comparisons of connection strength and brain--behavior associations performed across the full-brain revealed dysfunction in a wide area of the medial frontal cortex in children with ADHD. For a large MPFC region, within-DMN connectivity was stronger in children with ADHD. This region was located within the boundary of the DMN at the dorsal extent of the MPFC, while an even broader area of the MPFC, extending more ventrally, displayed this hyper-connectivity in the conjunction maps. Another medial frontal region, the dMFC, also displayed increased within-network connectivity in the ADHD group. This region clearly showed spatial correspondence with the CON and had increased within-CON connectivity in the children with ADHD.

Behavioral associations likewise revealed dysfunction in a large extent of the medial frontal cortex, with a spatial extent ranging from the MPFC to the dMFC. CON--MPFC connections differentially supported ISV in the two groups. This MPFC region spatially-overlapped with the DMN and had significantly stronger within-DMN connectivity than within-CON connectivity in both groups (Table S2). In addition, dMFC--DMN connections differentially supported ISV for the two groups. These were also identified as between-CON--DMN connections in the two groups. Another medial frontal region was identified in which connectivity with the DMN was differentially associated with Tau in the two groups. This region was spatially positioned between the MPFC--CON and dMFC--DMN regions just mentioned. This region also partially spatially overlapped with both the DMN and CON. Examination of its within-network connectivity revealed that, while its connectivity was significantly greater than 0 for both networks, neither the within-CON nor within-DMN connectivity was stronger. The results suggest that this region may correspond to a transition zone between the two networks. Nonetheless, this dMFC--DMN region had the same association with behavior for the two groups as the other medial frontal regions mentioned (i.e. more anti-correlation with the DMN was associated with better attentional control in the ADHD group, but worse attentional control in the TD group).

The current results suggest that a large area of the medial frontal cortex exhibits dysfunctional connectivity and atypical support of attentional control in children with ADHD. Previous studies have likewise identified the dMFC as a region with atypical function using both task fMRI ([@ref6]; [@ref13]; [@ref39]; [@ref44]) and resting state connectivity ([@ref10]; [@ref43]; [@ref47]). In addition, structural imaging studies have found that this region is atypical in ADHD ([@ref41]). Therefore, although the current results suggest atypical support of attentional control may be network-wide, occurring across CON--DMN connections more generally, the medial frontal cortex, in particular, clearly plays an integral role in ADHD pathology.

4.4. Network-wide associations {#sec4.4}
------------------------------

The strength of the full-brain analysis approach was that it was not confined to particular regions or networks. However, from this approach it was not clear whether the CON--DMN associations were network-wide or were particular to the identified regions. Several sub-threshold connections were identified that were also consistent with the pattern of differential CON--DMN support of attentional control in the two groups. To determine whether this relationship generalized to connectivity across the two networks, average within-network CON and DMN connectivity and average between CON--DMN connectivity values were extracted for each subject. Again, brain--behavior associations were performed for the three attentional control measures for each group. This analysis revealed that CON--DMN connectivity was significantly associated with both ISV and Tau (and marginally-associated with OER) for the ADHD group, but not the TD group. This suggests that, in children with ADHD, CON--DMN support for attentional control is network-wide.

4.5. Role of medication {#sec4.5}
-----------------------

A post-hoc analysis was performed to examine whether stimulant medication may play a role in the current findings. Previous studies have suggested that medication may affect dMFC function as well as DMN suppression ([@ref32]). Therefore, it is not clear whether the current findings may be attributed to ADHD pathology or may be more directly related to medication status. The majority of children with ADHD in the current study (35 out of 50 children) were taking stimulant medication. Although there was a 48-hour wash-out period, the effects of stimulant medications may have lasting effects on network integrity and task performance. Examination of the effect of medication status revealed that CON--DMN antagonism was associated with attentional control only in the medicated ADHD group. CON--DMN support for attentional control may, therefore, be a by-product of stimulant medication and may be due to dopaminergic influence on circuitry supporting attentional control. This interpretation is supported by previous findings that striatal dopamine concentrations affect the degree of DMN suppression during task ([@ref23]; [@ref36]; [@ref48]). The results are, however, preliminary and more research should be conducted to determine whether children\'s baseline (pre-medication) abilities or the wash-out period itself could play a role in the current findings.

5. Conclusions {#sec5}
==============

Children with ADHD exhibit hyper-connectivity both within the CON and the DMN and exhibit atypical support for attentional control by between-network CON--DMN connections. This corroborates previous findings that these systems have altered function in ADHD. Greater CON--DMN antagonism was associated with better attentional control for children with ADHD; however, it was associated with poor attentional control for TD children. Attentional control may be supported by CON--DMN antagonism as a compensatory mechanism since it is not well supported by DMN--occipital antagonism in children with ADHD. While greater DMN--occipital antagonism supported better attentional control in both groups; this relationship was stronger and was found for a wider area of occipital cortex in TD children. In addition, TD children showed a trade-off between DMN--occipital antagonism and CON--DMN antagonism. Those TD children with greater DMN--occipital antagonism had reduced CON--DMN antagonism and better attentional control. In children with ADHD, there was no such trade-off suggesting that they rely more heavily on CON--DMN antagonism for attentional control.

Appendix A. Supplementary data {#s0005}
==============================
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![Regions that have group differences in connectivity for the CON and DMN. Panels a and b show group differences for the CON. Panels c and d show group differences for the DMN. Regions with connectivity that is significantly greater than zero for the mean TD CON maps are displayed in royal blue and for the mean TD DMN maps in purple. The group differences for the mean network maps are displayed in burgundy. The conjunction maps are displayed for the TD CON in cyan blue and for the TD DMN in pink. Panels b and d show the group differences for the mean network maps (in burgundy) overlaid on the conjunction maps of the group differences (in salmon). The group difference conjunction maps display those voxels that had significantly different connectivity between the two groups for several seed maps in the network (i.e. 3--5 in the CON and 2--3 in the DMN).](gr1){#f0005}

![Regions that have significant brain--behavior associations in both groups for the CON and DMN. All brain--behavior associations are overlaid on the mean TD CON maps (in royal blue) and mean TD DMN maps (in purple). The regions with significant associations between connectivity and attentional control are displayed in burgundy. The brain--behavior conjunction maps (in salmon) display those voxels that had significant associations with attentional control for several seed maps in the network (i.e. 3--5 in the CON and 2--3 in the DMN). Panels a, b, and c display those regions that had associations with ISV, Tau, and OER, respectively. The corresponding panels below plot the average connectivity in the region with significant brain--behavior associations (in burgundy) and attentional control values for each subject. The regression fit lines are plotted in blue for the ADHD group and in red for the TD group. ISV = intra-subject variability, OER = omission error rate.](gr2){#f0010}

![Regions that have significantly different brain--behavior associations in the two groups (ADHD \> TD) for the CON and DMN. All brain--behavior associations are overlaid on the mean TD CON maps (in royal blue) and mean TD DMN maps (in purple). The regions with significant associations between connectivity and attentional control are displayed in burgundy. The brain--behavior conjunction maps (in salmon) display those voxels that had significant associations with attentional control for several seed maps in the network (i.e. 3--5 in the CON and 2--3 in the DMN). Panels d, e, and f display those regions with associations between CON connectivity and ISV, DMN connectivity and ISV, and DMN connectivity and Tau, respectively. The corresponding panels above and below plot the average connectivity in the region with significant brain--behavior associations (in burgundy) and attentional control values for each subject. The regression fit lines are plotted in blue for the ADHD group and in red for the TD group. MPFC = medial prefrontal cortex, SMA = supplementary motor area, ACC = anterior cingulate cortex, IPL = inferior parietal lobule, ISV = intra-subject variability.](gr3){#f0015}

![Regions that have significantly different brain--behavior associations in the two groups (TD \> ADHD) for the CON and DMN. All brain--behavior associations are overlaid on the mean TD CON maps (in royal blue) and mean TD DMN maps (in purple). The regions with significant associations between connectivity and attentional control are displayed in burgundy. The brain--behavior conjunction maps (in salmon) display those voxels that had significant associations with attentional control for several seed maps in the network (i.e. 3--5 in the CON and 2--3 in the DMN). Panels a and b display those regions that had associations with CON connectivity and ISV (panel a), and DMN connectivity and ISV (panel b), respectively. The corresponding panels below plot the average connectivity in the region with significant brain--behavior associations (in burgundy) and attentional control values for each subject. The regression fit lines are plotted in blue for the ADHD group and in red for the TD group. ISV = intra-subject variability.](gr4){#f0020}

![In TD children, there is an association between DMN-occipital connectivity and between-network connectivity with medial frontal regions (panels b and d). Those children with greater DMN-occipital anti-correlation have less between CON-DMN connectivity and have lower ISV. This relationship does not exist in children with ADHD (panels a and c).](gr5){#f0025}

###### 

Demographic information.

  ------------------------------------------------------------------------
                         ADHD\      Control\                    
                         *n* = 50   *n* = 50                    
  ---------------------- ---------- ---------- -------- ------- ----------
  Sex (% male)           64.0                  62.0             0.836

  Handedness (% right)   90.0                  86.0             0.360

  Age                    9.81       1.31       9.99     1.01    0.430

  WISC-IV                                                       

   VCI                   115.16     14.20      118.52   10.82   0.186

   PRI                   109.82     14.99      108.52   12.18   0.635

  ADHD                                                          

   CPRS-R N scale        73.92      8.80       46.25    4.58    \< 0.001

  Reaction time (GNG)                                           

   Mean RT               412.10     81.66      390.60   12.82   0.216

   Omission rate         0.05       0.05       0.02     0.03    \< 0.001

   Commission rate       0.47       0.19       0.41     0.19    0.083

   RT − SD               149.98     88.85      127.30   53.06   0.004

   RT − ISV              0.40       0.17       0.33     0.12    0.014

   RT − Mu               275.18     45.06      289.64   85.56   0.293

   RT − Sigma            28.03      16.03      30.13    27.49   0.642

   RT − Tau              136.92     69.27      100.97   51.18   0.004
  ------------------------------------------------------------------------

Note. WISC-IV = Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children, Fourth Edition; VCI = Verbal Comprehension Index, Standard score; PRI = Perceptual Reasoning Index, Standard score; CPRS-R: Conners\' Parent Rating ScaleRevised, Total ADHD Symptoms scale (N Scale), *T*-score; GNG = Go/No-go test; RT = reaction time (ms).

###### 

Regions with significant group differences in connectivity with the CON and DMN.

  Contrast     Behavior   Region                                          Hemisphere   BA        *p*-Value   Size   *Z*-value   x     y     z
  ------------ ---------- ----------------------------------------------- ------------ --------- ----------- ------ ----------- ----- ----- -----
  ADHD \> TD   −          Supplementary motor area                        Both         24/6      0.005       687    3.85        12    −10   44
  CON                     Middle cingulate gyrus                                                                    3.74        8     −4    60
                                                                                                                    3.55        −10   0     42
  ADHD \> TD   −          Superior frontal gyrus                          Both         9/10/32   0.000       1780   5.37        −12   44    40
                          Superior medial frontal gyrus                                                             4.27        −6    48    16
                          Anterior cingulate gyrus/middle frontal gyrus                                             4.25        −2    48    26
                          Inferior orbital frontal cortex                 Left         38/47     0.010       610    4.63        −32   22    −28
                          Superior temporal pole                                                                    4.3         −46   20    −12
                                                                                                                    3.95        −40   28    −8
                          Precuneus                                       Both         7/31      0.001       935    4.51        0     −58   40
                                                                                                                    3.9         −6    −62   30
                                                                                                                    3.74        2     −66   50
                          Angular gyrus                                   Left         39        0.006       661    4.18        −44   −56   34
                                                                                                                    4.04        −48   −52   28
                                                                                                                    3.99        −38   −66   40

###### 

Regions with significant brain--behavior associations within both groups for the CON and DMN.

  Contrast      Behavior   Region                               Hemisphere   BA         *p*-Value   Size   *Z*-value   x     y     z
  ------------- ---------- ------------------------------------ ------------ ---------- ----------- ------ ----------- ----- ----- -----
  Both groups   ISV        Lingual gyrus/calcarine sulcus       Both         18/19/30   0.000       5121   4.31        22    −60   8
  DMN                      Cuneus/superior occipital gyrus                   17/7/31                       4.28        20    −70   28
                           Middle occipital gyrus                                                          4.21        20    −54   2
                           Fusiform gyrus                                                                                          
                Tau        Lingual gyrus/fusiform gyrus         Both         18/19      0.006       660    3.69        6     −70   −4
                                                                                                           3.21        −26   −66   −12
                                                                                                           3.15        18    −70   −8
                OER        Middle frontal gyrus                 Right        9          0.000       1305   4.34        34    28    20
                           Inferior frontal gyrus opercularis                                              4.23        50    14    42
                           Inferior frontal gyrus triangulas                                               4.16        34    22    44

###### 

Regions with significantly different brain--behavior associations for the two groups for the CON and DMN.

  Contrast     Behavior   Region                                          Hemisphere   BA        *p*-Value   Size   *Z*-value   x     y     z
  ------------ ---------- ----------------------------------------------- ------------ --------- ----------- ------ ----------- ----- ----- -----
  ADHD \> TD   ISV        Superior gyrus                                  Left         9/32/10   0.000       939    3.85        −18   38    32
  CON                     Superior medial frontal gyrus                                                             3.74        −28   20    34
                          Middle frontal gyrus/anterior cingulate gyrus                                             3.55        −30   18    42
  TD \> ADHD   ISV        Cerebellum, Crus I lobule/6th lobule            Left                   0.004       691    4.07        −30   −50   −36
  CON                                                                                                               4.05        −16   −66   −26
                                                                                                                    3.94        −36   −60   −34
  ADHD \> TD   ISV        Supplementary motor area                        Both         6         0.001       923    4.22        20    −16   52
  DMN                     Superior frontal gyrus/middle frontal gyrus                                               4.11        4     −12   62
                          Precentral gyrus                                                                          4.11        24    −16   66
                          Middle cingulate gyrus/                         Both         24/32/6   0.000       1071   4.16        −2    2     38
                          Supplementary motor area                                                                  3.76        8     4     36
                                                                                                                    3.52        0     0     52
               Tau        Anterior cingulate cortex                       Both         9/32/24   0.003       719    3.97        0     28    24
                          Superior medial frontal gyrus                                                             3.73        2     38    24
                          Middle cingulate cortex                                                                   3.67        14    20    30
                          Inferior parietal lobule                        Left         40        0.002       759    3.89        −60   −46   34
                          Supramarginal gyrus                                                                       3.72        −54   −48   18
                                                                                                                    3.64        −38   −36   48
  TD \> ADHD   ISV        Cuneus/superior occipital gyrus                 Both         18/19     0.004       691    4.25        18    −82   28
                          Middle occipital gyrus                                                                    3.52        28    −70   24
                                                                                                                    3.51        24    −84   22
